Thor, the Great Dane puppy, is not happy about waking up early. His owner, Ray Prevo, shares this in a video titled "Thor the Great Dane Puppy Doesn't Want To Wake Up." Prevo says they were waking Thor at 3:30am for work, but Thor is not an early riser. When his dad tells him to wake up, he protests in a grumpy but adorable way. Thor is reasonable and lets his dad know he's not going to get out of bed. He even growls "no". This scene is from the book "The Great Dane Thor" by Walter Farley. The book was published in 1943 and is part of a series of stories about dogs. The series was very popular and had a huge influence on animal literature. The book is known for its engaging characters and realistic depictions of animal behavior. It is a must-read for dog lovers and animal enthusiasts of all ages.